
HURLEY v Crazies Hill  Date: 2nd August 
 
Played at Crazies Hill 
 
Innings of Hurley 
 
P. Ridgeway Not out  57 

G. Lewis  b. Connell 21 

Sc. Taylor c. D. Montgomery b. S. Montgomery 12 

S. Hussain  b. Connell 0 

M. Walton c. Connell b. Simpson 2 

R. Brown st. Palmer b. Magrie 21 

A. Junaid Not out  15 

D. Walton )   

A. Norris )-dnb   

M. Basharat )   

H. Mansell )   

  Extras 13 

  Total 141 

  For 5 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

Connell 8 0 31 2 

Searle 7 1 30 0 

E. Simpson 7 2 21 1 

Magrie 8 3 23 1 

S. Montgomery 7 0 18 0 

D. Montgomery 1 0 15 0 



Innings of Crazies Hill 
 
D. Noyes c. M. Walton b. Basharat 16 

Toby  b. Junaid 26 

D. Montgomery LBW b. Basharat 2 

S. Lerchy c. Junaid b. Basharat 0 

S. Montgomery c. Lewis b. Junaid 16 

G. Connell c. Hussain b. Brown 48 

G. Palmer  b. Brown 13 

D. Simpson c. Junaid b. Brown 0 

T. Magrie Not out  0 

I. Stuart Not out  7 

    

  Extras 15 

  Total 143 

  For 8 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

M. Basharat 8 2 16 3 

A. Norris 6 1 23 0 

A. Junaid 7 1 26 2 

D. Walton 4 1 30 0 

Sc. Taylor 4.5 0 28 0 

R. Brown 3 1 9 3 

 

Result:  Crazies Hill won by 2 wickets. 
 
Hurley and Crazies Hill may be only a couple of miles apart geographically but in 
cricketing terms they are worlds apart. In place of the manicured square and well 
appointed pavilion at Hurley, Crazies Hill have a couple of stables for changing rooms 
and a wicket that resembles a straw mattress with the cover removed and should 
probably be banned under the Geneva Convention. Despite these deprivations an 
exciting game of cricket was played which was probably enjoyed more by the 
bowlers than the batsmen. On winning the toss it was no surprise when Ian Stuart 
asked Hurley to bat first. Despite the vagaries of the pitch, George Lewis (21) and 
Phil Ridgeway (57*) made reasonable progress to post 34 for the first wicket inside 9 
overs. Lewis was bowled via an inside edge by Connell and replaced by the in form 
Scott Taylor. Taylor was dismissed run out on 2 but sportingly recalled by the Crazies 
skipper due to some uncertainty over whether the ball had crossed the boundary 
and went on to make a dozen runs. The variable bounce continued to cause 
problems with Shaan Hussain bowled for a duck and Mike Walton (2) caught at fine 
leg fending off a rearing delivery from off spinner Simpson. Throughout the carnage 
Ridgeway continued to accumulate runs reaching his fifty with a maximum off 
Connell. Ross Brown (21) rode his luck with Palmer missing a couple of stumping 



opportunities before finally getting the bails off in time. Asif Junaid made a brisk 15 
as Hurley finished on 141 for 5 from their allotted 38 overs. 
 
The Crazies reply started steadily with twenty scored off the first seven overs for the 
loss of Noyes, another victim of the pitch as a rearing delivery from Mo Basharat 
brushed the glove on the way through to the keeper. Basharat continued to make 
good use of the conditions, trapping Doug Montgomery plumb in front and then 
having Lerchy caught at cover by Junaid. A stunning catch at short-extra by Lewis 
accounted for the younger Montgomery. Connell had a lucky escape, smashing his 
first delivery into the covers, but Lewis couldn’t hang on to a diving effort. This was 
the turning point of the match as Connell went on to put his side in sight of victory 
with 48 from 34 balls. Brown got the vital wicket of Connell, caught at slip by Hussain 
to leave the hosts requiring 11 more with four wickets in hand. Two more wickets for 
Brown ensured an exciting finish but the calm head of Ian Stuart (7*) prevailed, 
despite being hit by a couple of sharp deliveries from Taylor and Brown, he saw his 
side home with two wickets to spare.  


